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1. Graph Searching
A Graph is a non-linear data structure consisting of nodes and edges. The nodes are
sometimes also referred to as vertices and the edges are lines or arcs that connect any
two nodes in the graph. More formally a Graph can be defined as,
A Graph consists of a finite set of vertices(or nodes) and set of Edges which connect a pair
of nodes.

In the above Graph, the set of vertices V = {0,1,2,3,4} and the set of edges E = {01, 12, 23,
34, 04, 14, 13}.
Graphs are used to solve many real-life problems. Graphs are used to represent
networks. The networks may include paths in a city or telephone network or circuit
network. Graphs are also used in social networks like linkedIn, Facebook. For example,
in Facebook, each person is represented with a vertex(or node). Each node is a
structure and contains information like person id, name, gender, locale etc.
1.1. Graph traversals
Graph traversal means visiting every vertex and edge exactly once in a well-defined
order. While using certain graph algorithms, you must ensure that each vertex of the
graph is visited exactly once. The order in which the vertices are visited are important
and may depend upon the algorithm or question that you are solving.
During a traversal, it is important that you track which vertices have been visited. The
most common way of tracking vertices is to mark them.
1.2.

Graph Traversal Algorithms

◎These algorithms specify an order to search through the nodes of a graph.
◎We start at the source node and keep searching until we find the target node.
◎The frontier contains nodes that we've seen but haven't explored yet.
◎Each iteration, we take a node off the frontier, and add its neighbors to the frontier.
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There are two basic types of graph search algorithms: depth-first and breadth-first.
The former type of algorithm travels from a starting node to some end node before
repeating the search down a different path from the same start node until the query is
answered. Generally, depth-first search is a good choice when trying to discover
discrete pieces of information. They’re also a good strategic choice for general graph
traversals.
The most classic or basic level of depth-first is an uninformed search, where the
algorithm searches a path until it reaches the end of the graph, then backtracks to the
start node and tries a different path.
On the contrary, dealing with semantically rich graph databases allows
for informed searches, which conduct an early termination of a search if nodes with no
compatible outgoing relationships are found. As a result, informed searches also have
lower execution times.
Breadth-first search algorithms conduct searches by exploring the graph one layer at a
time. They begin with nodes one level deep away from the start node, followed by nodes
at depth two, then depth three, and so on until the entire graph has been traversed.
1.3.

Breadth First Search (BFS)

There are many ways to traverse graphs. BFS is the most commonly used approach.
BFS is a traversing algorithm where you should start traversing from a selected node
(source or starting node) and traverse the graph layerwise thus exploring the neighbour
nodes (nodes which are directly connected to source node). You must then move
towards the next-level neighbour nodes.
As the name BFS suggests, you are required to traverse the graph breadthwise as
follows:
1. First move horizontally and visit all the nodes of the current layer
2. Move to the next layer
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The distance between the nodes in layer 1 is comparatively lesser than the distance
between the nodes in layer 2. Therefore, in BFS, you must traverse all the nodes in layer
1 before you move to the nodes in layer 2.
Traversing child nodes
A graph can contain cycles, which may bring you to the same node again while
traversing the graph. To avoid processing of same node again, use a boolean array
which marks the node after it is processed. While visiting the nodes in the layer of a
graph, store them in a manner such that you can traverse the corresponding child nodes
in a similar order.
In the earlier diagram, start traversing from 0 and visit its child nodes 1, 2, and 3. Store
them in the order in which they are visited. This will allow you to visit the child nodes of
1 first (i.e. 4 and 5), then of 2 (i.e. 6 and 7), and then of 3 (i.e. 7) etc.
To make this process easy, use a queue to store the node and mark it as 'visited' until all
its neighbors (vertices that are directly connected to it) are marked. The queue follows
the First In First Out (FIFO) queuing method, and therefore, the neighbors of the node
will be visited in the order in which they were inserted in the node i.e. the node that was
inserted first will be visited first, and so on.
BFS traversal of a graph, produces a spanning tree as final result. Spanning Tree is a
graph without any loops. We use Queue data structure with maximum size of total
number of vertices in the graph to implement BFS traversal of a graph.
We use the following steps to implement BFS traversal...
 Step 1: Define a Queue of size total number of vertices in the graph.
 Step 2: Select any vertex as starting point for traversal. Visit that vertex and
insert it into the Queue.
 Step 3: Visit all the adjacent vertices of the vertex which is at front of the Queue
which is not visited and insert them into the Queue.
 Step 4: When there is no new vertex to be visit from the vertex at front of the
Queue then delete that vertex from the Queue.
 Step 5: Repeat step 3 and 4 until queue becomes empty.
 Step 6: When queue becomes Empty, then produce final spanning tree by
removing unused edges from the graph
Pseudocode
BFS (G, s) //Where G is the graph and s is the source node
let Q be queue.
Q.enqueue( s ) //Inserting s in queue until all its neighbour vertices are marked.
mark s as visited.
while ( Q is not empty)
//Removing that vertex from queue, whose neighbour will be visited now
v = Q.dequeue( )
//processing all the neighbours of v
for all neighbours w of v in Graph G
if w is not visited
Q.enqueue( w )
//Stores w in Q to further visit its neighbour
mark w as visited.
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The traversing will start from the source node and push s in queue. s will be marked as
'visited'.
First iteration
 s will be popped from the queue
 Neighbors of s i.e. 1 and 2 will be traversed
 1 and 2, which have not been traversed earlier, are traversed. They will be:
o Pushed in the queue
o 1 and 2 will be marked as visited
Second iteration
 1 is popped from the queue
 Neighbors of 1 i.e. s and 3 are traversed
 s is ignored because it is marked as 'visited'
 3, which has not been traversed earlier, is traversed. It is:
o Pushed in the queue
o Marked as visited
Third iteration
 2 is popped from the queue
 Neighbors of 2 i.e. s, 3, and 4 are traversed
 3 and s are ignored because they are marked as 'visited'
 4, which has not been traversed earlier, is traversed. It is:
o Pushed in the queue
o Marked as visited
Fourth iteration
 3 is popped from the queue
 Neighbors of 3 i.e. 1, 2, and 5 are traversed
 1 and 2 are ignored because they are marked as 'visited'
 5, which has not been traversed earlier, is traversed. It is:
o Pushed in the queue
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o Marked as visited
Fifth iteration
 4 will be popped from the queue
 Neighbors of 4 i.e. 2 is traversed
 2 is ignored because it is already marked as 'visited'
Sixth iteration
 5 is popped from the queue
 Neighbors of 5 i.e. 3 is traversed
 3 is ignored because it is already marked as 'visited'
The queue is empty and it comes out of the loop. All the nodes have been traversed by
using BFS.
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If all the edges in a graph are of the same weight, then BFS can also be used to find the
minimum distance between the nodes in a graph.
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As in this diagram, start from the source node, to find the distance between the source
node and node 1. If you do not follow the BFS algorithm, you can go from the source
node to node 2 and then to node 1. This approach will calculate the distance between
the source node and node 1 as 2, whereas, the minimum distance is actually 1. The
minimum distance can be calculated correctly by using the BFS algorithm.
Complexity
The time complexity of BFS is O(V + E), where V is the number of nodes and E is the
number of edges.
Time Complexity:
 Every node is visited once. Also, every edge (x,y) is "crossed" once when
node y is checked from x to see if it is visited (if not visited, then y would be
visited from x).
 Therefore, the time of BFS is O(n+|E|).
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1.4. Depth First Search (DFS)
The DFS algorithm is a recursive algorithm that uses the idea of backtracking. It
involves exhaustive searches of all the nodes by going ahead, if possible, else by
backtracking.
Here, the word backtrack means that when you are moving forward and there are no
more nodes along the current path, you move backwards on the same path to find nodes
to traverse. All the nodes will be visited on the current path till all the unvisited nodes
have been traversed after which the next path will be selected.
This recursive nature of DFS can be implemented using stacks. The basic idea is as
follows:
Pick a starting node and push all its adjacent nodes into a stack.
Pop a node from stack to select the next node to visit and push all its adjacent nodes into
a stack.
Repeat this process until the stack is empty. However, ensure that the nodes that are
visited are marked. This will prevent you from visiting the same node more than once. If
you do not mark the nodes that are visited and you visit the same node more than once,
you may end up in an infinite loop.
DFS traversal of a graph, produces a spanning tree as final result. Spanning Tree is a graph
without any loops. We use Stack data structure with maximum size of total number of
vertices in the graph to implement DFS traversal of a graph.
We use the following steps to implement DFS traversal...


Step 1: Define a Stack of size total number of vertices in the graph.



Step 2: Select any vertex as starting point for traversal. Visit that vertex and push it
on to the Stack.



Step 3: Visit any one of the adjacent vertex of the verex which is at top of the stack
which is not visited and push it on to the stack.



Step 4: Repeat step 3 until there are no new vertex to be visit from the vertex on top
of the stack.



Step 5: When there is no new vertex to be visit then use back tracking and pop one
vertex from the stack.



Step 6: Repeat steps 3, 4 and 5 until stack becomes Empty.



Step 7: When stack becomes Empty, then produce final spanning tree by removing
unused edges from the graph

Back tracking is coming back to the vertex from which we came to current vertex.
Pseudocode

DFS-iterative (G, s):
//Where G is graph and s is source vertex
let S be stack
S.push( s )
//Inserting s in stack
mark s as visited.
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while ( S is not empty):
//Pop a vertex from stack to visit next
v = S.top( )
S.pop( )
//Push all the neighbours of v in stack that are not visited
for all neighbours w of v in Graph G:
if w is not visited :
S.push( w )
mark w as visited

DFS-recursive(G, s):
mark s as visited
for all neighbours w of s in Graph G:
if w is not visited:
DFS-recursive(G, w)
The following image shows how DFS works.
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Time complexity O(V+E), when implemented using an adjacency list.
Time Complexity:
 Every node is visited once. Also, every edge (x,y) is "crossed" twice: one
time when node y is checked from x to see if it i;s visited (if not visited, then
y would be visited from x), and another time, when we back track from y to
x.
 Therefore, the time of DFS is O(n+|E|).
 If the graph is connected, the time is O(|E|) because the graph has at least n1 edges, and so n+|E| <= 2|E| -1, implying that n+|E) is O(|E|).
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Backtracking

Backtracking is a type of algorithm that is a refinement of brute force search. In
backtracking, multiple solutions can be eliminated without being explicitly examined,
by using specific properties of the problem. It systematically searches for a solution to a
problem among all available options. It does so by assuming that the solutions are
represented by vectors (x1, ..., xn) of values and by traversing, in a depth first manner,
the domains of the vectors until the solutions are found.
When invoked, the algorithm starts with an empty vector. At each stage it extends the
partial vector with a new value. Upon reaching a partial vector (x 1, ..., xi) which can’t
represent a partial solution, the algorithm backtracks by removing the trailing value
from the vector, and then proceeds by trying to extend the vector with alternative
values. The term "backtrack" was coined by American mathematician D. H. Lehmer in
the 1950s.
The constraints are divided into implicit constraints and explicit constraints. Implicit
constraints are rules which determine which of the tuples in solution space of I satisfy
the criteria function. And explicit constraints restrict x i take values from a given set. e.g.,
xi ≥ 0, xi  {0,1} etc.
Backtracking algorithm determine the problem solution by systematically searching the
problem space with a tree representation.
2.1.

8-Queen Problem

You are given an 8x8 chessboard, find a way to place 8 queens such that no queen can
attack any other queen on the chessboard. A queen can only be attacked if it lies on the
same row, or same column, or the same diagonal of any other queen. Print all the
possible configurations.
To solve this problem, we will make use of the Backtracking algorithm. The
backtracking algorithm, in general checks all possible configurations and test whether
the required result is obtained or not. For thr given problem, we will explore all possible
positions the queens can be relatively placed at. The solution will be correct when the
number of placed queens = 8.
The time complexity of this approach is O(N!).
Input Format - the number 8, which does not need to be read, but we will take an input
number for the sake of generalization of the algorithm to an NxN chessboard.
Output Format - all matrices that constitute the possible solutions will contain the
numbers 0(for empty cell) and 1(for a cell where queen is placed). Hence, the output is a
set of binary matrices.
2.2. Visualization from a 4x4 chessboard solution
In this configuration, we place 2 queens in the first iteration and see that checking by
placing further queens is not required as we will not get a solution in this path. Note
that in this configuration, all places in the third rows can be attacked.
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As the above combination was not possible, we will go back and go for the next iteration.
This means we will change the position of the second queen.

In this, we found a solution.
Now let's take a look at the backtracking algorithm and see how it works:
The idea is to place the queens one after the other in columns, and check if previously
placed queens cannot attack the current queen we're about to place.
Pseudocode
START
1. begin from the leftmost column
2. if all the queens are placed, return true/ print configuration
3. check for all rows in the current column
a) if queen placed safely, mark row and column; and recursively check if we approach
in the current configuration, do we obtain a solution or not
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b) if placing yields a solution, return true
c) if placing does not yield a solution, unmark and try other rows
4. if all rows tried and solution not obtained, return false and backtrack
END
2.3. Constructing and counting solutions
The problem of finding all solutions to the 8-queens problem can be quite
computationally expensive, as there are 4,426,165,368 (i.e., 64C8) possible arrangements
of eight queens on an 8×8 board, but only 92 solutions. It is possible to use shortcuts
that reduce computational requirements or rules of thumb that avoids brute-force
computational techniques. For example, by applying a simple rule that constrains each
queen to a single column (or row), though still considered brute force, it is possible to
reduce the number of possibilities to 16,777,216 (that is, 8 8) possible combinations.
Generating permutations further reduces the possibilities to just 40,320 (that is, 8!),
which are then checked for diagonal attacks.
Solutions
The eight queens puzzle has 92 distinct solutions. If solutions that differ only by
the symmetry operations of rotation and reflection of the board are counted as one, the
puzzle has 12 solutions. These are called fundamental solutions; representatives of each
are shown below.
A fundamental solution usually has eight variants (including its original form) obtained
by rotating 90, 180, or 270° and then reflecting each of the four rotational variants in a
mirror in a fixed position. However, should a solution be equivalent to its own 90°
rotation (as happens to one solution with five queens on a 5×5 board), that fundamental
solution will have only two variants (itself and its reflection). Should a solution be
equivalent to its own 180° rotation (but not to its 90° rotation), it will have four variants
(itself and its reflection, its 90° rotation and the reflection of that). If n > 1, it is not
possible for a solution to be equivalent to its own reflection because that would require
two queens to be facing each other. Of the 12 fundamental solutions to the problem with
eight queens on an 8×8 board, exactly one (solution 12 below) is equal to its own 180°
rotation, and none is equal to its 90° rotation; thus, the number of distinct solutions is
11×8 + 1×4 = 92.
All fundamental solutions are presented below:
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2.4. Existence of solutions
These brute-force algorithms to count the number of solutions are computationally
manageable for n = 8, but would be intractable for problems of n ≥ 20, as 20! = 2.433 ×
1018. If the goal is to find a single solution, one can show solutions exist for all n ≥ 4 with
no search whatsoever. These solutions exhibit stair-stepped patterns, as in the following
examples for n = 8, 9 and 10:

The examples above can be obtained with the following formulas. Let (i, j) be the square
in column i and row j on the n × n chessboard, k an integer.
One approach is
1. If the remainder from dividing n by 6 is not 2 or 3 then the list is simply all even
numbers followed by all odd numbers not greater than n.
2. Otherwise, write separate lists of even and odd numbers (2, 4, 6, 8 – 1, 3, 5, 7).
3. If the remainder is 2, swap 1 and 3 in odd list and move 5 to the end (3, 1, 7, 5).
4. If the remainder is 3, move 2 to the end of even list and 1,3 to the end of odd list
(4, 6, 8, 2 – 5, 7, 1, 3).
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5. Append odd list to the even list and place queens in the rows given by these
numbers, from left to right (a2, b4, c6, d8, e3, f1, g7, h5).
For n = 8 this results in fundamental solution 1 above. A few more examples follow.
 14 queens (remainder 2): 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 3, 1, 7, 9, 11, 13, 5.
 15 queens (remainder 3): 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 2, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 1, 3.
 20 queens (remainder 2): 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 3, 1, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17,
19, 5.
2.5. Counting solutions
The following tables give the number of solutions for placing n queens on
an n × n board, both fundamental
n fundamental
all
1

1

1

2

0

0

3

0

0

4

1

2

5

2

10

6

1

4

7

6

40

8

12

92

9

46

352

10 92

724

11 341

2,680

12 1,787

14,200

13 9,233

73,712

14 45,752

365,596

15 285,053

2,279,184

16 1,846,955

14,772,512

17 11,977,939

95,815,104

18 83,263,591

666,090,624

19 621,012,754

4,968,057,848

20 4,878,666,808

39,029,188,884

21 39,333,324,973

314,666,222,712

22 336,376,244,042

2,691,008,701,644

23 3,029,242,658,210

24,233,937,684,440

24 28,439,272,956,934

227,514,171,973,736

25 275,986,683,743,434

2,207,893,435,808,352

26 2,789,712,466,510,289

22,317,699,616,364,044

27 29,363,495,934,315,694 234,907,967,154,122,528
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2.6. N-Queens Problem
N queens are to be placed on an nxn chessboard so that no two of them are in attacking
position. i.e., no two queens are in same row or same row or same diagonal.
Let us assume that queen i is placed in row i. So the problem can be represented as ntuple (x1, ..., xn) where each xi represents the column in which we have to place queen i.
Hence the explicit constraints is S i ={1,2,..,n}. No two xi can be same and no two queens
can be in same diagonal is the implicit constraint. Since we fixed the row number the
solution space reduce from nn to n!.
Consider the case where n=4. A permutation tree shows all possible elements in
solution space. Edge from level i to level i+1 specify the value of x i. Hence there are 4! =
24 leaves for the tree.
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Here nodes are labeled in Depth First Search order. Each node defines a problem state.
All path from root to other nodes defines state space of problem. Solution states are
those problem state s for which the path from root to s defines a tuple in solution space.
Answer states are those solution states s for which path from root to s defines a tuple
that is member of solution (satisfies implicit constraints). The tree representation of
solution space is called state space tree.
A node which has been generated and all of whose children are not yet been generated
is called a live node. A live node whose children are currently been generated is called an
E-node (node being expanded). A generated node with all its children expanded is called
a dead node. There are two different ways to generate problem state
1. Given a list of live nodes, as soon as new child C of current E-node R is
generated, the child becomes new E-node. When sub tree C got fully explored,
R becomes the next E-node. Hence it will result in a depth first generation.
2. Given a list of live nodes, E-node remains as E-node until it is dead.
In both the cases, bounding functions are used to kill live nodes without generating all
their children. First case with bounding function result in backtracking and the second
case with bounding function result in Branch and bound method.
Problem: Given an nxn chessboard, place n queens in non-attacking position i.e., no two
queens are in same row or same row or same diagonal.
Let us assume that queen i is placed in row i. So the problem can be represented as ntuple (x1, ..., xn) where each xi represents the column in which we have to place queen i.
Hence the explicit constraints is S i ={1,2,..,n}. No two xi can be same and no two queens
can be in same diagonal is the implicit constraint. Since we fixed the row number the
solution space reduce from nn to n!. To check whether they are on the same diagonal,
let chessboard be represented by an array a[1..n][1..n]. Every element with same
diagonal that runs from upper left to lower right has same “row-column” value. E.g.,
consider the element a[4][2]. Elements a[3][1], a[5][3], a[6][4], a[7][5] and a[8][6] have
row-column value 2. Similarly every element from same diagonal that goes from upper
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right to lower left has same “row+column” value. Tthe elements a[1][5], a[2][4], a[3][3],
a[5][1] have same “row+column” value as that of element a[4][2] which is 6.
Hence two queens placed at (i,j) and (k,l) have same diagonal iff
i–j=k–l
or
i+j=k+l
i.e.,
j–l=i–k
or
j–l=k–i
|j – l| = |i – k|

Algorithm
Bool Place (int k, int i)
{
// Returns true if queen can be placed on kth row, ith column.
Otherwise return false. // Assume that first k-1 elements of x
is set.
for( int j=1; j<k; j++)
if ((x[j] == i) || (abs(x[j]-i) == abs(j-k)))
//same
column or same diagonal
return false;
return true;
}
Void NQueens (int k, int n)
{
// Prints all possible permutations to place n queens on an
nxn chess board so that
// none of them are in attacking position.
for (int i=1; i<=n; i++)
{
if (Place(k,i))
{
x[k] = i;
if (k==n)
for(int j=1; j<=n; j++)
print(x[j]);
else
NQueens(k+1, n);
}
}
2.7. Backtracking: General principle
Backtracking find all answer nodes, not just one case. Let (x 1, ..., xi) be a path from root
to a node in the state space tree. T(x1, ..., xi) be the set of all possible values for xi+1 such
that (x1, ..., xi,xi+1) is also a path to problem state. So we know that T(x 1, ..., xn) = φ. Let
Bi+1 be a bounding function such that if B i+1(x1, ..., xi,xi+1) is false for the path (x1, ..., xi,xi+1)
from the root to the problem state, then path cannot be extended to answer node. Then
candidates for position i+1 are those generated by the T satisfying B i+1.
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Control Abstraction
Void Backtrack (int k)
{
// While entering assume that
x[2],…,x[k-1] of the solution
been assigned.
for (each x[k] such that x[k]

first
//

k-1 values x[1],
vector x[1:n] have

 T(x[1],…,x[k-1]))

{
if (Bk(x[1],…,x[k]))
{
if ((x[1],…,x[k]) is a path to an answer node)
display x[1:k];
if (k<n) Backtrack(k+1);
}
}
}

Algorithm (other version)
IS-ATTACK(i, j, board, N)
// checking in the column j
for k in 1 to i-1
if board[k][j]==1
return TRUE
// checking upper right diagonal
k = i-1
l = j+1
while k>=1 and l<=N
if board[k][l] == 1
return TRUE
k=k+1
l=l+1
// checking upper left diagonal
k = i-1
l = j-1
while k>=1 and l>=1
if board[k][l] == 1
return TRUE
k=k-1
l=l-1
return FALSE
N-QUEEN(row, n, N, board)
if n==0
return TRUE
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for j in 1 to N
if !IS-ATTACK(row, j, board, N)
board[row][j] = 1
if N-QUEEN(row+1, n-1, N, board)
return TRUE
board[row][j]
decision
return FALSE

=

0

//backtracking,

changing

current

Time Complexity Analysis
1. the isPossible method takes O(n) time
2. for each invocation of loop in nQueenHelper, it runs for O(n) time
3. the isPossible condition is present in the loop and also calls nQueenHelper which
is recursive adding this up, the recurrence relation is:
T(n) = O(n2) + n * T(n-1)
solving
the
above
recurrence
by
iteration
or
recursion
tree,
the time complexity of the nQueen problem is = O(N!)
2.8.

Analysis of N Queens Problem

The analysis of the code is a little bit tricky. The for loop in the N-QUEEN function is
running from 1 to N (N, not n. N is fixed and n is the size of the problem i.e., the number
of queens left) but the recursive call of N-QUEEN(row+1, n-1, N, board) (T(n−1)T(n−1))
is not going to run N times because it will run only for the safe cells. Since we have
started by filling up the rows, so there won't be more than n (number of queens left)
safe cells in the row in any case.
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So, this part is going to take n∗T(n−1)n∗T(n−1) time.
Also, the for loop is making N calls to the function IS-ATTACK and the function has a
O(N−n)O(N−n) worst case running time.
Since (N−n)≤N(N−n)≤N, therefore, O(N−n)=O(N)O(N−n)=O(N).
Thus,T(n)=O(N2)+n∗T(n−1)T(n)=O(N2)+n∗T(n−1)
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Replacing
T(n−1)T(n−1)
with
O(N2)+(n−1)T(n−2)O(N2)+(n−1)T(n−2),T(n)=O(N2)+n∗(O(N2)+(n−1)T(n−2))T(n)=O(
N2)+n∗(O(N2)+(n−1)T(n−2))=O(N2)+nO(N2)+n(n−1)T(n−2)=O(N2)+nO(N2)+n(n−1)T
(n−2)
Replacing
T(n−2)T(n−2),T(n)=O(N2)+nO(N2)+n(n−1)(O(N2)+(n−2)T(n−3))T(n)=O(N2)+nO(N2)+
n(n−1)(O(N2)+(n−2)T(n−3))=O(N2)+nO(N2)+n(n−1)O(N2)+n(n−1)(n−2)T(n−3)=O(N2
)+nO(N2)+n(n−1)O(N2)+n(n−1)(n−2)T(n−3)
Similarly,T(n)=O(N2)(1+n+n(n−1)+n(n−2)+...)+n∗(n−1)∗(n−2)∗(n−3)∗(n−4)∗....∗T(0)T(
n)=O(N2)(1+n+n(n−1)+n(n−2)+...)+n∗(n−1)∗(n−2)∗(n−3)∗(n−4)∗....∗T(0)T(n)=O(N2)(O
((n−2)!))+n∗(n−1)∗(n−2)∗(n−3)∗....∗T(0)T(n)=O(N2)(O((n−2)!))+n∗(n−1)∗(n−2)∗(n−3)
∗....∗T(0)=O(N2)(O((n−2)!))+O(n!)=O(N2)(O((n−2)!))+O(n!)
The above expression is dependent upon both the size of the board (N) and the number
of queens (n). One can think that the term O(N2)(O((n−2)!))O(N2)(O((n−2)!)) will
dominate if N is large enough but this is not going to happen.
Think about placing 1 queen on a 4x4 chessboard. Even if the size of the board (N) is
quite greater than the number of queen (n), the algorithm will just find a place for the
queen and then terminate (if n==0 → return TRUE). So it is not going to depend on N
and thus, the running time will be O(n!)O(n!).
Another case is when the term O(n!)O(n!) will dominate, i.e., when the number of
queens is larger than N, this will happen when there won't be any solution. In this case,
the algorithm will take O(n!)O(n!) time.
In our case, the number of queens is also equal to N. In this case, we can write
O(N2)(O((n−2)!))O(N2)(O((n−2)!)) as (O((n−2)!∗n∗n))(O((n−2)!∗n∗n)) which is just
nn−1nn−1
times
larger
than
n!n!
as
((n−2)!∗n∗nn∗(n−1)∗(n−2)!=nn−1)((n−2)!∗n∗nn∗(n−1)∗(n−2)!=nn−1). According to the
definition of Big-Oh, we can choose the value of constant c>nn−1c>nn−1
(f(n)=O(g(n)),iff(n)≤c.g(n))(f(n)=O(g(n)),iff(n)≤c.g(n))
and thus, say O(N2)(O((n−2)!))=O(n!)O(N2)(O((n−2)!))=O(n!). You can use our
discussion forum to get your doubt cleared.
So by analyzing the equation, we can say that the algorithm is going to take O(n!)O(n!).
Take a note that this is an optimized version of backtracking algorithm to implement NQueens (no doubts, it can be further improved). Backtracking - Explanation and N
queens problem article has the non-optimized version of the algorithm, you can
compare the running time of the both.
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4. Knapsack Problem
Problem: Given n inputs and a knapsack or bag. Each object i is associated with a
weight wi and profit pi. Choose a subset of items so as to fill the knapsack with
maximum profit.

Solution space consist of 2n distinct ways to assign 0 or 1 values to the x i’s
Bounding function: Find upper bound on the value of best feasible solution obtainable
by expanding the given lie nodes and any of its descendants. If this upper bound is not
higher than the value of best solution determined so far, then the remaining live nodes
in the path can be killed.
Consider the fixed tuple representation of the above problem. If at node Z, the value of
xi, 1≤i≤k, have been determined, then find the upper bound of all nodes from k+1 to n
using Greedy method. There is a relaxation on the implicit constraint that it can take
value in the range 0≤ xi ≤1. Function Bound(cp, cw, k) find this. Assume that to the
function we are passing items arranged in the descending order of per unit profit. i.e.,
p[i]/w[i] ≥ p[i+1]/w[i+1], 1≤i≤n.
We know that the bound value for a feasible left child of a node Z is same as that of Z.
Hence calculate the bound value for only the nodes in the right sub tree.
Algorithm
float Bound (float cp, float cw, int k)
{
// m is the size of the knapsack
float b=cp, c=cw;
for (int i=k+1; i<=n; i++)
{
c += w[i];
if (c<m) b += p[i];
else return (b+(1-(c-m)/w[i]) * p[i]);
}
return
}

(b);

void BKnap(int k, float cp, float cw)
{
// fw is the final weight of knapsack, fp is the final
maximum profit.
// x[k]=0, if w[k] not in knapsack else x[k]=1. Initially set
fp=-1.
//Generate left child
if (cw+w[k] <= m)
{
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y[k] = 1;
if (k<n) BKnap(k+1, cp+p[k], cw+w[k]);
if((cp+p[k] >fp) && (k==n))
{
fp = cp+p[k];
fw = cw + w[k];
for (int j=1; j<=k; j++)
x[j] = y[j];
}
}
//Generate right child
if (Bound(cp, cw, k) >= fp)
{
y[k] = 0;
if (k<n) BKnap(k+1, cp, cw);
if ((cp>fp) && (k==n))
{
fp = cp;
fw = cw;
for (int j=1; j<=k; j++) x[j] = y[j];
}
}
}
If the solution generated by the greedy method has all x i’s equal to zero or one, then it is
also an optimal solution to 0/1 Knapsack problem. If not, exactly one x i has the value
between zero and one.
4.1.
0-1 Knapsack problem and its analysis.
In 0-1 Knapsack, items cannot be broken which means the thief should take the item as
a whole or should leave it. This is reason behind calling it as 0-1 Knapsack.
Hence, in case of 0-1 Knapsack, the value of xi can be either 0 or 1, where other
constraints remain the same.
0-1 Knapsack cannot be solved by Greedy approach. Greedy approach does not ensure
an optimal solution. In many instances, Greedy approach may give an optimal solution.
The following examples will establish our statement.
Example
Let us consider that the capacity of the knapsack is W = 25 and the items are as shown
in the following table.
Item

A

B

C

D

Profit

24

18

18

10

Weight

24

10

10

7

Without considering the profit per unit weight (pi/wi), if we apply Greedy approach to
solve this problem, first item A will be selected as it will contribute maximum profit
among all the elements.
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After selecting item A, no more item will be selected. Hence, for this given set of items
total profit is 24. Whereas, the optimal solution can be achieved by selecting
items, B and C, where the total profit is 18 + 18 = 36.
Example-2
Instead of selecting the items based on the overall benefit, in this example the items are
selected based on ratio pi/wi. Let us consider that the capacity of the knapsack is W = 60
and the items are as shown in the following table.
Item

A

B

C

Price

100

280

120

Weight

10

40

20

Ratio

10

7

6

Using the Greedy approach, first item A is selected. Then, the next item B is chosen.
Hence, the total profit is 100 + 280 = 380. However, the optimal solution of this
instance can be achieved by selecting items, B and C, where the total profit is 280 + 120
= 400.
Hence, it can be concluded that Greedy approach may not give an optimal solution.
To solve 0-1 Knapsack, Dynamic Programming approach is required.
Problem Statement
A thief is robbing a store and can carry a max imal weight of W into his knapsack. There
are n items and weight of ith item is wi and the profit of selecting this item is pi. What
items should the thief take?
Dynamic-Programming Approach
Let i be the highest-numbered item in an optimal solution S for W dollars. Then S' = S {i} is an optimal solution for W - wi dollars and the value to the solution S is Vi plus the
value of the sub-problem.
We can express this fact in the following formula: define c[i, w] to be the solution for
items 1,2, … , i and the maximum weight w.
The algorithm takes the following inputs
 The maximum weight W
 The number of items n
 The two sequences v = <v1, v2, …, vn> and w = <w1, w2, …, wn>
Dynamic-0-1-knapsack (v, w, n, W)
for w = 0 to W do
c[0, w] = 0
for i = 1 to n do
c[i, 0] = 0
for w = 1 to W do
if wi ≤ w then
if vi + c[i-1, w-wi] then
c[i, w] = vi + c[i-1, w-wi]
else c[i, w] = c[i-1, w]
else
c[i, w] = c[i-1, w]
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The set of items to take can be deduced from the table, starting at c[n, w] and tracing
backwards where the optimal values came from.
If c[i, w] = c[i-1, w], then item i is not part of the solution, and we continue tracing
with c[i-1, w]. Otherwise, item i is part of the solution, and we continue tracing with c[i1, w-W].
The problem states
Which items should be placed into the knapsack such thatThe value or profit obtained by putting the items into the knapsack is maximum.
And the weight limit of the knapsack does not exceed.

In 0/1 Knapsack Problem,
As the name suggests, items are indivisible here.
We can not take the fraction of any item.
We have to either take an item completely or leave it completely.
It is solved using dynamic programming approach.
4.2.

0/1 Knapsack Problem Using Dynamic Programming

ConsiderKnapsack weight capacity = w
Number of items each having some weight and value = n
0/1 knapsack problem is solved using dynamic programming in the following stepsPage 32 of 46
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Step-01:
Draw a table say ‘T’ with (n+1) number of rows and (w+1) number of columns.
Fill all the boxes of 0th row and 0th column with zeroes as shown-

Step-02:
Start filling the table row wise top to bottom from left to right.
Use the following formulaT (i , j) = max { T ( i-1 , j ) , valuei + T( i-1 , j – weighti ) }
Here, T(i , j) = maximum value of the selected items if we can take items 1 to i and have
weight restrictions of j.



This step leads to completely filling the table.
Then, value of the last box represents the maximum possible value that can be
put into the knapsack.

Step-03:
To identify the items that must be put into the knapsack to obtain that maximum profit,
 Consider the last column of the table.
 Start scanning the entries from bottom to top.
 On encountering an entry whose value is not same as the value stored in the
entry immediately above it, mark the row label of that entry.
 After all the entries are scanned, the marked labels represent the items that must
be put into the knapsack.
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Practice Problem Based On 0/1 Knapsack Problem
Problem
For the given set of items and knapsack capacity = 5 kg, find the optimal solution for the
0/1 knapsack problem making use of dynamic programming approach.

Item

Weight

Value

1

2

3

2

3

4

3

4

5

4

5

6

OR
Find the optimal solution for the 0/1 knapsack problem making use of dynamic
programming approach. Considern=4
w = 5 kg
(w1, w2, w3, w4) = (2, 3, 4, 5)
(b1, b2, b3, b4) = (3, 4, 5, 6)
OR
A thief enters a house for robbing it. He can carry a maximal weight of 5 kg into his bag.
There are 4 items in the house with the following weights and values. What items
should thief take if he either takes the item completely or leaves it completely?
Item

Weight (kg)

Value ($)

Mirror

2

3

Silver nugget

3

4

Painting

4

5

Vase

5

6

Solution
Given



Knapsack capacity (w) = 5 kg
Number of items (n) = 4
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Step-01:



Draw a table say ‘T’ with (n+1) = 4 + 1 = 5 number of rows and (w+1) = 5 + 1 = 6
number of columns.
Fill all the boxes of 0th row and 0th column with 0.

Step-02:
Start filling the table row wise top to bottom from left to right using the formulaT (i , j) = max { T ( i-1 , j ) , valuei + T( i-1 , j – weighti ) }
Finding T(1,1)We have,
 i=1
 j=1
 (value)i = (value)1 = 3
 (weight)i = (weight)1 = 2
Substituting the values, we getT(1,1) = max { T(1-1 , 1) , 3 + T(1-1 , 1-2) }
T(1,1) = max { T(0,1) , 3 + T(0,-1) }
T(1,1) = T(0,1)
{ Ignore T(0,-1) }
T(1,1) = 0
Finding T(1,2)We have,
 i=1
 j=2
 (value)i = (value)1 = 3
 (weight)i = (weight)1 = 2
Substituting the values, we getT(1,2) = max { T(1-1 , 2) , 3 + T(1-1 , 2-2) }
T(1,2) = max { T(0,2) , 3 + T(0,0) }
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T(1,2) = max {0 , 3+0}
T(1,2) = 3
Finding T(1,3)We have,
 i=1
 j=3
 (value)i = (value)1 = 3
 (weight)i = (weight)1 = 2
Substituting the values, we getT(1,3) = max { T(1-1 , 3) , 3 + T(1-1 , 3-2) }
T(1,3) = max { T(0,3) , 3 + T(0,1) }
T(1,3) = max {0 , 3+0}
T(1,3) = 3
Finding T(1,4)We have,
 i=1
 j=4
 (value)i = (value)1 = 3
 (weight)i = (weight)1 = 2
Substituting the values, we getT(1,4) = max { T(1-1 , 4) , 3 + T(1-1 , 4-2) }
T(1,4) = max { T(0,4) , 3 + T(0,2) }
T(1,4) = max {0 , 3+0}
T(1,4) = 3
Finding T(1,5)We have,
 i=1
 j=5
 (value)i = (value)1 = 3
 (weight)i = (weight)1 = 2
Substituting the values, we getT(1,5) = max { T(1-1 , 5) , 3 + T(1-1 , 5-2) }
T(1,5) = max { T(0,5) , 3 + T(0,3) }
T(1,5) = max {0 , 3+0}
T(1,5) = 3
Finding T(2,1)We have,
 i=2
 j=1
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(value)i = (value)2 = 4
(weight)i = (weight)2 = 3

Substituting the values, we getT(2,1) = max { T(2-1 , 1) , 4 + T(2-1 , 1-3) }
T(2,1) = max { T(1,1) , 4 + T(1,-2) }
T(2,1) = T(1,1)
{ Ignore T(1,-2) }
T(2,1) = 0
Finding T(2,2)We have,
 i=2
 j=2
 (value)i = (value)2 = 4
 (weight)i = (weight)2 = 3
Substituting the values, we getT(2,2) = max { T(2-1 , 2) , 4 + T(2-1 , 2-3) }
T(2,2) = max { T(1,2) , 4 + T(1,-1) }
T(2,2) = T(1,2)
{ Ignore T(1,-1) }
T(2,2) = 3
Finding T(2,3)We have,
 i=2
 j=3
 (value)i = (value)2 = 4
 (weight)i = (weight)2 = 3
Substituting the values, we getT(2,3) = max { T(2-1 , 3) , 4 + T(2-1 , 3-3) }
T(2,3) = max { T(1,3) , 4 + T(1,0) }
T(2,3) = max { 3 , 4+0 }
T(2,3) = 4
Finding T(2,4)We have,
 i=2
 j=4
 (value)i = (value)2 = 4
 (weight)i = (weight)2 = 3
Substituting the values, we getT(2,4) = max { T(2-1 , 4) , 4 + T(2-1 , 4-3) }
T(2,4) = max { T(1,4) , 4 + T(1,1) }
T(2,4) = max { 3 , 4+0 }
T(2,4) = 4
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Finding T(2,5)We have,
 i=2
 j=5
 (value)i = (value)2 = 4
 (weight)i = (weight)2 = 3
Substituting the values, we getT(2,5) = max { T(2-1 , 5) , 4 + T(2-1 , 5-3) }
T(2,5) = max { T(1,5) , 4 + T(1,2) }
T(2,5) = max { 3 , 4+3 }
T(2,5) = 7
Similarly, compute all the entries.
After all the entries are computed and filled in the table, we get the following table-

The last entry represents the maximum possible value that can be put into the
knapsack.
 So, maximum possible value that can be put into the knapsack = 7.
Following Step-04,


We mark the rows labelled “1” and “2”.
Thus, items that must be put into the knapsack to obtain the maximum value 7 areItem-1 and Item-2
Complexity Analysis:
 Time Complexity: O(N*W).
where ‘N’ is the number of weight element and ‘W’ is capacity. As for every
weight element we traverse through all weight capacities 1<=w<=W.
 Auxiliary Space: O(N*W).
The use of 2-D array of size ‘N*W’.
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